Chandler Park Primary School
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56 Website
TIME

http://56cpps2020.weebly.com/
FOCUS

LEARNING INTENTIONS & SC

LINKS

Roll/ Circle Time on Webex

8:45- 9:15

LI: T
 o use punctuation to enhance meaning and
adjust my reading rate to suit the text.
9:00- 9:30

Reading Tasks

SC: Whilst reading with my family partner I focussed
on the area of fluency I want to improve on.
Activity: S
 eesaw - P
 artner reading Power Comprehension

https://app.seesaw.me/#/activities/librar
y?my_library&promptId=prompt.622370
4f-d060-4612-bd12-7e63ace4a1c1

Reading aloud with a family member and then
answering then comprehension questions.

Grade 5
LI: T
 o describe the desert.
9:40-10:10

Writing Tasks

SC: I can think about what the desert looks, sounds,
smells, tastes and feels like.
I can brainstorm adjectives (describing words), e.g.
burning, hot, beautiful, golden.

Hairy, Scary, Ordinary- What is an
adjective?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xW
m0pSYNJ8s

Activity: Write a descriptive sentence that includes
your adjectives, e.g. On the burning horizon I spotted
magnificent pyramids as high as the sky, glowing in
the golden sand.
Grade 6

How to write a letter

LI: T
 o write a draft of a letter to yourself about grade 2.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2d0dIimgY

SC: I can include who the letter is to at the beginning,
who the letter is from at the end.
Activity: W
 rite a rough copy in the form of a letter. The
letter should include all of the important parts about
Grade 2, e.g. teacher, friends, events, excursions,
incursions. Post your letter on Seesaw to get feedback
from your teacher.

LI- I can order decimals according to their size and
determine the difference in value of two decimals.
10:20-10:50

Numeracy Tasks

SC- I can order decimals from smallest to largest
using place value. . I can analyse data to determine
information using decimals and comparing them.
Activity- Complete the activity “Ordering Decimals” on
Seesaw.

Watch both videos on Seesaw prior to
working on the worksheet.
Decimal Place Value:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG6
ILNOiMgM&ab_channel=mathantics
Ordering Decimals, real life examples:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKY
h1yjdxbo&ab_channel=MeganEarly
Maths help at 10:00 am with your
teacher if needed.

FLEXIBLE LEARNING TIME 11:30AM - 3.15PM
11:30

Group Teacher Check Ins

11:30- 3:15

Catch up on any classwork or Specialist tasks
Lunch Break
Inquiry Project on Website

